We present transfer function based analysis of contrast generated by various partially coherent phase imaging methods with emphasis on quantitative nature of differential phase contrast (DPC) and differential interference contrast (DIC). Imaging of phase specimens can be accomplished either using spatially coherent illumination (e.g. with holography) or partially coherent illumination. Spatially coherent illumination methods provide contrast directly related to phase information (i.e. optical thickness) but suffer from poorer resolution, large depths of focus, and speckle noise. Several partially coherent imaging methods have been proposed -such as , phase contrast [1], asymmetric illumination contrast [2, 3] , Hoffman modulation contrast [4], differential interference contrast (DIC) [5] , and differential phase contrast (DPC) [6] -which overcome these problems. Whereas early methods were mainly meant to provide sufficient contrast to observe transparent biological specimen, recent developments related to DIC [7] and DPC [8] have opened a way of retrieving images that represent specimen thickness linearly. A meaningful comparison of these methods requires an image formation model and analysis that takes into account salient features, namely use of large illumination aperture and presence of optical processing elements in the condenser front focal plane and the objective back focal plane.
Imaging of phase specimens can be accomplished either using spatially coherent illumination (e.g. with holography) or partially coherent illumination. Spatially coherent illumination methods provide contrast directly related to phase information (i.e. optical thickness) but suffer from poorer resolution, large depths of focus, and speckle noise. Several partially coherent imaging methods have been proposed -such as , phase contrast [1] , asymmetric illumination contrast [2, 3] , Hoffman modulation contrast [4] , differential interference contrast (DIC) [5] , and differential phase contrast (DPC) [6] -which overcome these problems. Whereas early methods were mainly meant to provide sufficient contrast to observe transparent biological specimen, recent developments related to DIC [7] and DPC [8] have opened a way of retrieving images that represent specimen thickness linearly. A meaningful comparison of these methods requires an image formation model and analysis that takes into account salient features, namely use of large illumination aperture and presence of optical processing elements in the condenser front focal plane and the objective back focal plane.
We use the paraxial transmission cross coefficient model which assumes Köhler illumination, a transparency-like specimen, and imaging light-path that satisfies sine condition [9, 10] . Given the specimen with transmission spectrum T (m, n), the intensity distribution of the illuminating aperture |P cond (ξ, η)| 2 , and the pupil function of the imaging path P obj (ξ, η), the image is given by,
where, T * is the conjugate of the spectrum, C(m, n; p, q) is the partially coherent transfer function or transmission cross coefficient, (m, p) are the pairs of frequency variables along the X-direction, and (n, q) are the pairs of frequency variables along the Y -direction. The partially coherent transfer function of the system can be computed as an area of overlap of three pupils as indicated by following equation:
We have developed an algorithm to compute full partially coherent transfer function and employed it in study of image formation properties of DIC [11] .
Here, we compare partially coherent transfer functions of phase contrast (PC) and Hoffman modulation contrast (HMC) configurations as an example. It is assumed that the slit and modulator of the HMC configuration are aligned perpendicular to X-direction. Figure 1 shows the condenser and objective pupil structures, as well as the complete partially coherent transfer function C(m; p) in X-direction. Several interesting observations can be made from plots of the real part of C(m; p) (fourth column) and the imaginary part of C(m; p) (fifth column). The real part of C(m; p) for HMC has mixture of even and odd symmetry around the m = −p direction. The even part images amplitude information, whereas the odd 1 a748_1.pdf FMK6.pdf Fig. 1 . Comparison of pupil structures and partially coherent transfer functions, C(m; p) along X-direction for phase contrast (top-row) and Hoffman modulation contrast (bottom-row) configurations. The dimensions of the condenser annulus and the phase-ring in PC, and the condenser slit and the modulator in HMC can be read from the pupil structures. Absolute values of the pupils denote transmission. Phase of the pupil denotes the phase-delay applied to center wavelength of quasi-monochromatic illumination. To improve visibility, the transfer functions are shown in color.
part images the phase-information [10, Ch.4] . Given settings of the slit geometry and modulator transmissions faithfully image a wide range of spatial frequencies around the middle of the spectrum. On the other hand, the even real part of C(m; p) of PC will image amplitude information and the even imaginary part will image phase information. It is seen that PC can image only low spatial frequencies, but not very close to zero, faithfully. This loss of spatial frequencies close to zero frequency causes the halo artifact in phase contrast. This is perhaps the first quantitative comparison of these methods.
We have found that DIC as well as DPC [8, 11] have transfer properties more suitable for quantitative imaging than other methods. Considerations of their imaging properties have allowed us to optimize configurations suited for quantitative phase-retrieval. Thus, suggested models are valuable in determining optimum parameters for components of the imaging method, calculation of images of known specimen, and devising strategies of quantitative processing of the images. C. J. R. Sheppard acknowledges support from the Singapore Ministry of Education Tier 1 funding (grant R397000033112).
